
Trump Campaign Official Finds Evidence of a
Second FBI Agent Spy
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Former Trump campaign official Michael Caputo and Roger Stone were approached in 2016 by
Henry Greenburg who presented as a Russian and offered to sell dirt on Hillary Clinton
for $2 million. Caputo investigated him and discovered that Greenburg had been an FBI
informant for 17 years, and was likely spying for the Obama administration when he made
his offer for dirt on Clinton.
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Washington, DC: Allison Hrabar, a paralegal in the Department of Justice (DOJ), was part
of the Democratic Socialists of America gang who took over a restaurant and screamed at
Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen over immigration, harassing her until she
left.

Protests in Pittsburgh Over Black 17-Year
Old Shot Dead by Officer
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Protests erupted outside of the East Pittsburgh Police station over a17-year-old boy,
Antwon Rose, who was shot and killed by a police officer as he ran from a traffic stop
related to a separate shooting. The car matched the description of a vehicle being
sought in a separate nonfatal shooting. Two weapons were recovered from the car.
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The Students for Fair Admissions filed a lawsuit against Harvard University alleging
discrimination. Asians have a tendency to have high scores in grades, tests and
extracurriculars, but Harvard routinely rated them lower on soft categories like
positive personality, likability, kindness, etc.
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Melania Trump called upon the Secret Service after actor Peter Fonda, called for her
son, Barron Trump, who is 11 years old, to be kidnapped and put into a cage with
pedophiles. He has since removed this post and apologized.  Additionally, he posted
obscene and violent messages about Department of Homeland Security Secretary Kristjen
Nielsen and Press Secretary Sarah Sanders, along with her three children. He has yet to
apologize to them. Fonda is also encouraging the targeting of children of Border Patrol
and ICE agents.
Warning: Vulgar and graphic language

Office Of First Lady Calls Secret Service After Actor Peter Fonda Calls For
Barron Trump To Be Kidnapped

The Office of the First Lady has notified the Secret Service after actor Peter Fonda
called for kidnapping Melania and Donald Trump’s son, Barron, The Daily Caller has
learned exclusively.

In a tweet sent Wednesday, the actor called for Barron to be “ripped” from Melania’s
arms and put in a cage “with pedophiles.”

Read full article here…

Article on Fonda targeting ICE…

http://dailycaller.com/2018/06/20/melania-calls-secret-service-after-actor-peter-fonda-threatens-to-kidnap-barron-trump/
https://www.infowars.com/actor-peter-fonda-encourages-targeting-children-of-border-patrol-ice-agents/


NYU Professor and Antifa Blast List of ICE
Immigration Agents that Can Be Used for
Intimidation
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Sam Lavigne, a far-left artist, game designer, and professor at New York University,
created a database of 1,595 ICE employees using their LinkedIn profiles and shared it
with his 3,600 followers on Twitter. Antifa, a violent leftist organization that the FBI
and Homeland Security classify as a terrorist organization, spread it further across
Twitter. A group on Reddit who ‘doxxes’ the right, whom they consider Nazis, also spread
it.
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